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Audit of the Number of Injecting Drug Users in Central and
Eastern Europe and Central Asia
High-Performance Jeep Wrangler TJ Builder's Guide
With a Haynes manual, you can do it yourselfâ?¿from simple maintenance to basic
repairs. Haynes writes every book based on a complete teardown of the vehicle.
We learn the best ways to do a job and that makes it quicker, easier and cheaper
for you. Our books have clear instructions and hundreds of photographs that show
each step. Whether you're a beginner or a pro, you can save big with Haynes!
--Step-by-step procedures --Easy-to-follow photos --Complete troubleshooting
section --Valuable short cuts --Color spark plug diagnosis Complete coverage for
your Jeep Grand Cherokee for 2005 thru 2014 (does not include information
specific to diesel engine models): --Routine Maintenance --Tune-up procedures
--Engine repair --Cooling and heating --Air Conditioning --Fuel and exhaust
--Emissions control --Ignition --Brakes --Suspension and steering --Electrical
systems --Wiring diagrams Models covered: Jeep Grand Cherokee 2014 Jeep Grand
Cherokee 2013 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2012 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2011 Jeep Grand
Cherokee 2010 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2009 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2008 Jeep Grand
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Cherokee 2007 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2006 Jeep Grand Cherokee 2005

High-Performance Jeep Cherokee XJ Builder's Guide 1984-2001
Haynes manuals are written specifically for the do-it-yourselfer, yet are complete
enough to be used by professional mechanics. Since 1960 Haynes has produced
manuals written from hands-on experience based on a vehicle teardown with
hundreds of photos and illustrations, making Haynes the world leader in
automotive repair information.

The Turbo Hydra-Matic 350 Handbook
Collision Repair and Refinishing: A Foundation Course for
Technicians
An introduction to monster trucks and tractors, including their history and some of
the people involved in their exhibitions and competitions.

Jeep 4.0 Engines
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Written for the do-it-yourselfer, good enough for the pro. Includes everything you
wish to know about your vehicles heating and air conditioning. From simple
adjustments, to complete tune-ups and troubleshooting.

Automotive Heating & Air Conditioning
When China opened its doors to the West in the late 1970s, Western businesses
jumped at the chance to sell their products to the most populous nation in the
world. Boardrooms everywhere buzzed with excitement?a Coke for every citizen, a
television for every family, a personal computer for every office. At no other time
have the institutions of Western capitalism tried to do business with a communist
state to the extent that they did in China under Deng Xiaoping. Yet, over the
decade leading up to the bloody events in and around Tiananmen Square, that
experiment produced growing disappointment on both sides, and a vision of
capturing the world's largest market faded.Picked as one of Fortune Magazine's
"75 Smartest Books We Know," this updated version of Beijing Jeep, traces the
history of the stormy romance between American business and Chinese
communism through the experiences of American Motors and its operation in
China, Beijing Jeep, a closely watched joint venture often visited by American
politicians and Chinese leaders. Jim Mann explains how some of the world's
savviest executives completely misjudged the business climate and recounts how
the Chinese, who acquired valuable new technology at virtually no expense to
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themselves, ultimately outcapitalized the capitalists. And, in a new epilogue, Mann
revisits and updates the events which constituted the main issues of the first
edition.Elegantly written, brilliantly reported, Beijing Jeep is a cautionary tale about
the West's age-old quest to do business in the Middle Kingdom.

Student's Solutions Manual Intermediate Algebra
The world of high-performance Jeeping can be a challenge. With the used Jeep
market growing, new models appearing, and an aftermarket constantly offering
new and better bolt-on parts and accessories, there have never been so many
options for the off-road Jeep lover. Now in a new second edition, Jeep 4x4
Performance Handbook debunks the myths and eliminates the mystery of getting
the most out of your Jeep through the thorough research and expertise of author
and Jeep expert Jim Allen. He explains the bolt-on parts, swaps, and modifications
that will give the most bang for the buck, whether you hit the trail in a CJ or a
Wrangler (TJ and YJ), a Cherokee, or a Liberty, or one of the many classic and
vintage Jeeps available. From bumper to bumper, this book covers it all, improving
street performance and off-road toughness, towing ability and suspension, brakes
and electrical systems, and the all-important safety equipment and modifications.
Jeep 4x4 Performance Handbook will get you on the road and off without breaking
the bank of wasting time in the garage.
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Chilton's Jeep Grand Cherokee 2005-09 Repair Manual
This new book covers all the necessary tasks for gaining knowledge of collision
repair and refinishing as outlined by NATEF. In-depth coverage includes structural
and non-structural analysis and damage repair, welding, painting and refinishing,
paint chemistry, sacrificial coatings for corrosion resistance, and more. The logical
progression of topics and easy-to-understand style help convey the professional
knowledge and technical know-how that readers need to employ on the job.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Automotive Brake Manual
The Story of a Legend &break;&break;Pat Foster's award-winning The Story of Jeep
is back - bigger, more colorful, and more complete than ever. With updates on
models from 2000 through 2005, Foster's new tribute to "the world's greatest
fighting machine" is an essential part of any Jeep lover's library. &break;&break;In
this history-packed, full-color second edition, the country's preeminent Jeep writer
and historian details Jeep's roller-coaster history, from the early war-time
prototypes, to the Kaiser and AMC eras, to the big buyout by Chrysler.
&break;&break;With the help of more than 400 photos, Foster expertly tells the
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tale of how Jeep has evolved from a military workhorse, to 4x4 pioneer, to popular
family hauler, all the while retaining its place as a great American icon.

From Witchcraft to Christ
From Willys and Overland Jeeps of World War II, to the CJ models of '70s and early
'80s, to the slightly more civilized Wrangler, the Jeep has become an American
icon. Jeep has maintained its popularity by updating and modernizing the
traditional two-door, removable-top Jeep without watering down its off-road
capability. Jeep owners love to personalize their vehicles and modify them for
better performance on and off road. In High-Performance Jeep Wrangler TJ Builder's
Guide, author Christian Lee explains how to upgrade your Wrangler's suspension,
axles, differentials, engine, transfer case, wheels and tires, skid plates, and more,
using aftermarket and salvage-yard upgrades. This book includes over 300 fullcolor images and drawings to show beginners and experienced Jeepers how to do
things right. Lee even has special sections for basic driving and recovery
technique, and a few built-up Jeeps to give you ideas for your own Wrangler.

The Story of Jeep
SUVs have taken over America's roads. Ad campaigns promote them as safer and
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"greener" than ordinary cars and easy to handle in bad weather. But very little
about the SUV's image is accurate. They poorly protect occupants and inflict
horrific damage in crashes, they guzzle gasoline, and they are hard to control.
Keith Bradsher has been at the forefront in reporting the calamitous safety and
environmental record of SUVs, including the notorious Ford-Firestone rollover
controversy. In High and Mighty, he traces the checkered history of SUVs, showing
how they came to be classified not as passenger cars but as light trucks, which are
subject to less strict regulations on safety, gas mileage, and air pollution. He
makes a powerful case that these vehicles are even worse than we suspect--for
their occupants, for other motorists, for pedestrians and for the planet itself. In the
tradition of Unsafe at Any Speed and Fast Food Nation, Bradsher's book is a
damning exposé of an industry that puts us all at risk, whether we recognize it or
not.

Building Honda K-Series Engine Performance
The Jeep Cherokee XJ is a pioneering SUV that delivers commendable performance
and off-road capability. More than 3 million Cherokee XJs were manufactured
during its production run. However, when the XJs rolled off the production lines,
they were built primarily for the street. As a result, XJs need crucial modifications
and high-performance upgrades to make them better for off-road duty. In this
updated edition, author and veteran Cherokee expert Eric Zappe guides you
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through each stage of an XJ build, so you can take the mild-mannered, bone-stock
XJ and upgrade it to a capable off-road performer. Zappe delves into suspension
bolt-on improvements, including lift kits to increase ground clearance and
suspension travel. He also covers high-performance shocks and long-arm
suspensions. Wheels and tires are your vital link to the terrain, and he reveals all
the important considerations so you select the right combination. XJs need a heavyduty steering system to negotiate challenging off-road conditions, and Zappe
explains several ways to upgrade the steering. Driveline and axle upgrades are an
important part of the performance equation, so these performance improvements
are covered as well. But he doesn’t stop there; he also explores engine
performance improvements for the 2.5-, 2.8-, 4.0-liter engines so the Cherokee has
more power for off-road performance. In addition, he covers some basic tips for
body strengthening and adding skid plates. If you’re ready to go off road with your
Cherokee but you’re not planning to build a top-dollar off-road machine, this is the
book for you. With the techniques and latest products described in this book, you
will be able to upgrade your XJ to much higher level of performance and your XJ
will be at home off and on road.

Studies on Semantics in Generative Grammar
An ELBS/LPBB edition is available
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Auto Repair For Dummies
Student Resource Manual and Case Book for Use With Personal
Finance
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.

Jeep TJ 1997-2006
Jeep Cherokee Service and Repair Manual
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial} The Jeep CJ, the icon
that started it all, is the most popular off-road vehicle of all time. The look, style,
and functionality of the CJ made it instantly popular and recognizable the world
over, in no doubt partly due to its military presence in World War II. The Jeep
Wrangler platform had the difficult task of replacing the extremely popular CJ
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platform. Outwardly similar in appearance, the YJ, TJ, and JK that followed all had
significant design improvements, as can be expected when a platform has a life
span of more than five decades. The YJ was the first Chrysler release after it
purchased AMC in the mid-1980s, and it was aimed at taming the original CJ for
more comfort and, arguably, a larger audience. The TJ that followed next was an
evolutionary update, significant in that it featured a coil spring suspension and the
celebrated return of round headlights, for a more traditional look compared to the
square lights of the YJ. In Jeep TJ 1997-2006: How to Build & Modify, everything you
need to know about how to modify your TJ for off-road use is covered. Beginning
with why you should choose a TJ for modification, Jeep expert Michael Hanssen
takes you through all the different systems needing modification, including engine
modifications and swaps, transmission swaps, transfer case and driveshafts
modifications, axles and traction systems, suspensions and lifts, wheels, tires,
brakes, chassis protection, electrical, and winches. Included in every chapter are
step-by-step modification instructions to help walk you through the process. If you
want to build a TJ for serious off-road trail use, or you just want a capable and
great-looking Jeep for around town, this book has you covered.

How to Rebuild & Modify GM Turbo 400 Transmissions
Ready to turn your Jeep Cherokee XJ into a trail-worthy machine? Why not? With
two available 4-wheel-drive systems, solid axles front and rear, and a torquey
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4.0-liter straight 6, the Cherokee is a very capable machine, especially when it's
modified the right way. This book isn't about cutting apart your Cherokee to build
an over-the-top, off-road-only rock crawler (though you can take it there), and it
isn't about building a jacked-up, chrome-covered show rig either. This book is
about building a useful, capable Cherokee for mountains, the mud, the desert, the
street, and everywhere in between. With the modifications explained on these
pages, your Cherokee can take you and yours just about everywhere you want to
go - and get you back safely. Author Eric Zappe explains how to upgrade your
Cherokee's suspension, axles, differentials, engine, transfer case, wheels and tires,
skid plates, and more, using aftermarket and salvage yard upgrades. Zappe even
has special sections covering basic driving and recovery techniques, and a number
of built-up Jeeps to give you ideas for your own Cherokee. Also included is a
detailed account of a group of XJs making a run through the famous Rubicon trail.

VW Golf, GTI, Jetta and Cabrio, 1999 Thru 2002
This manual takes the mystery out of Second-Generation On-Board Diagnostic
Systems allowing you to understand your vehicles OBD-II sytem, plus what to do
when the "Check Engine" light comes on, from reading the code to diagnosing and
fixing the problem. Includes a comprehensive list of computer codes. Computercontrolled car repair made easy! For all car and light truck models manufactured
since 1996. Understand your vehicle's On-Board Diagnostic system How to deal
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with that "Check Engine" light--from reading the code to diagnosing and fixing the
problem Comprehensive computer codes list Diagnostic tools: Powertrain
management fundamentals OBD-II "monitors" explained Generic trouble codes that
cover all models! Manufacturer-specific trouble codes for GM, Ford, Chrysler,
Toyota/Lexus and Honda/Acura vehicles Let your car's computer help you find the
problem! Component replacement procedures Glossary and acronym list Fully
illustrated with over 250 photographs and drawings

Jeep Cherokee & Grand Cherokee 4x4 1992-98 Performance
Portfolio
A Classic Best - Seller Christian Testimony From poverty, drugs and prostitution to
a life of joy and freedom, this TRUE STORY charts one women’s entanglement with
the occult and her eventual dramatic release.Doreen’s story is as relevant today as
when it was first published. Her experience may be extreme, yet it still offers hope
especially to those who consider purity to be a lost ideal, or who believe they are
too far gone to be forgiven.

Crazy Gran
Covers U.S. and Canadian models of Jeep Grand Cherokee.
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Jeep Wagoneer 1963-91 Performance Portfolio
The Wagoneer was introduced in 1963 to replace the elderly station wagons.
Partially side-lined in the Jeep range it was seen in its latter years as a 4x4 for
elderly owner's, Jeep adding many convenience items of equipment to its
specification. After the introduction of a Wagoneer version of the Cherokee in 1984
it became known as a Grand Wagoneer. When AMC bought the Jeep marque in the
early 1970s they introduced a sporty two-door variant called the Cherokee and it
was this model that did more than any other to uphold Jeep's credentials in the
sport-utility segment of the 4x4 market. This is a book of contemporary road and
comparison tests, technical and specification data, new model intro's, driver's
impressions, travel. Models covered include:- 6 & 8-cyl. Wagoneer, Cherokee S,
Cherokee Chief, Custom, Super Chief, Limited, Laredo, Grand Wagoneer.

Chevrolet & GMC Full-Size Vans
Enthusiasts have embraced the GM Turbo 400 automatics for years, and the
popularity of these transmissions is not slowing down. Ruggles walks through the
step-by-step rebuild and performance upgrade procedures in a series of full-color
photos.
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The Suicide Club
The world of high-performance Jeeping can be a challenge. With the used Jeep
market growing, new models appearing, and an aftermarket constantly offering
new and better bolt-on parts and accessories, there have never been so many
options for the off-road Jeep lover. Now in a new second edition, Jeep 4x4
Performance Handbook debunks the myths and eliminates the mystery of getting
the most out of your Jeep through the thorough research and expertise of author
and Jeep expert Jim Allen. He explains the bolt-on parts, swaps, and modifications
that will give the most bang for the buck, whether you hit the trail in a CJ or a
Wrangler (TJ and YJ), a Cherokee, or a Liberty, or one of the many classic and
vintage Jeeps available. From bumper to bumper, this book covers it all, improving
street performance and off-road toughness, towing ability and suspension, brakes
and electrical systems, and the all-important safety equipment and modifications.
Jeep 4x4 Performance Handbook will get you on the road and off without breaking
the bank of wasting time in the garage.

High and Mighty
This book picks up the story of Jeep's popular Cherokee from our book 'Jeep
Cherokee & Comanche Performance Portfolio 1984-1991'. Road & comparison
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tests, performance and technical data, buyer's checklist, new model introductions,
specifications. Models: Country, Grand Cherokee, Laredo, Grand Wagoneer, Orvis.

Popular Science
Auto Repair For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781119543619) was previously published
as Auto Repair For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9780764599026). While this version
features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior
release and should not be considered a new or updated product. The top-selling
auto repair guide--400,000 copies sold--now extensively reorganized and updated
Forty-eight percent of U.S. households perform at least some automobile
maintenance on their own, with women now accounting for one third of this $34
billion automotive do-it-yourself market. For new or would-be do-it-yourself
mechanics, this illustrated how-to guide has long been a must and now it's even
better. A complete reorganization now puts relevant repair and maintenance
information directly after each automotive system overview, making it much easier
to find hands-on fix-it instructions. Author Deanna Sclar has updated systems and
repair information throughout, eliminating discussions of carburetors and adding
coverage of hybrid and alternative fuel vehicles. She's also revised schedules for
tune-ups and oil changes, included driving tips that can save on maintenance and
repair costs, and added new advice on troubleshooting problems and determining
when to call in a professional mechanic. For anyone who wants to save money on
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car repairs and maintenance, this book is the place to start. Deanna Sclar (Long
Beach, CA), an acclaimed auto repair expert and consumer advocate, has
contributed to the Los Angeles Times and has been interviewed on the Today
show, NBC Nightly News, and other television programs.

Beijing Jeep
The all-new K-series engines are now found in all Honda and Acura performance
models, and are also becoming the engine swap of choice. You'll find chapters
detailing upgrades to the intake, exhaust, cylinder heads, camshafts, and short
block, as well as on how to add turbochargers, superchargers, and nitrous oxide.
Don't spend your hard-earned cash figuring out what works and what doesn't--pick
up Building Honda K-Series Engine Performance and know for s u r e . & a m p; n b
s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n
b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p; & a m p; n b s p;

Ford AOD Transmissions
Motor Vehicle Engineering Science for Technicians, Level 2
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Explains how to maintain, remove, tear down, assemble, repair, modify, and install
Turbo Hydra-matic transmissions

Fix Jeep Grand Cherokee Engine Stalling
Amy’s Uncle Al and her mother Ariel both seem to have insider knowledge that
something terrible is going to happen in Manhattan on September 11, 2001.
Thousands heeded Ariel’s warning in The Chrislamic Messenger to flee New York
City. But how did they know? The military believes Amy’s father is somehow
behind 9/11, even though he is supposedly dead and buried. As a weapons
technologist, he was custodian of two Mark 53 nuclear bombs that were jettisoned
by a failing B-52 over Champlain Lake at the same time he went missing in 1978.
Now, years later, he seems to have come back from the dead. Only Amy can stop
her uncle from executing her father’s plan to detonate one of the massive bombs
inside a uranium mine in the Adirondacks, causing a cataclysmic chain reaction
that would create a sixth Great Lake and precipitate evacuation of the Eastern
seaboard. Uncle Al is intent on stopping Amy from alerting authorities, by
supplying her Chrislamic mother with evidence that although Amy swears she is a
virgin, she and her cousin Ron have been indulging in “fornication.” According to
Sharia law and Deuteronomy 13, Amy must be stoned to death. As Uncle Al
prepares to detonate the dirtiest bomb in history, Ron attempts to stop Amy’s
stoning before New York State blows sky high.
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Jeep 4X4 Performance Handbook
Models with 4- & 6-cyl engines, inc. special/limited editions. Also covers USAspecification models from 1984, inc. 2.8 litre V6 engine. Does NOT cover Grand
Cherokee. Petrol: 2.5 litre (2464cc) & 4.0 litre (3960cc) Does NOT cover 5.2 litre
V8.

Monster Trucks & Tractors
Corey Starliper was born in Malden, Massachusetts, and was raised in the not-soquiet little town of Tewksbury, just outside of Lowell. He discovered his love of
words in the eighth grade, and his love for psychology in his second year of
college, when he wrote his first book. It was around this time that he came in
contact with someone who had been sexually assaulted as a young girl, and he
couldnat help but notice the grip that it had upon her, even years later. This is
what sparked his research, and the tying of his life into those who had endured
such horrendous fates. This fictional novel, based in part on his fight through
depression and eventual recovery, is a harrowing description of the adolescent
who still suffers, and a roadmap to recovery through the power of friendship. The
Suicide Club is a chalice of hope, and a dose of reality.
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OBD-II & Electronic Engine Management Systems
Trevor Eastman's Camper Care: Service & repair manual Cub
From its inception as a fighting vehicle in World War II to today's comfortable
cruisers and family adventure rigs, the Jeep has gone through frequent revisions
and spawned numerous versions. This revised edition has been expanded to
include updated information on older models, as well as the latest on new
Wranglers, Cherokees, and the Jeep Liberty. Jeep Collector's Library covers all of
the information on Jeep fans crave including history, technical specifications,
option lists, and production information.- Jeep still continues to sell over 600,000
units per yearAbout the AuthorAuthor and photographer Jim Allen has written
numerous books and magazine articles about Jeep and its history. He lives in
Grand Junction, Colorado.

Diario oficial
Jeep Collector's Library
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Every Haynes manual is based on a complete teardown and rebuild, contains
hundreds of "hands-on" photos tied to step-by-step instructions, and is thorough
enough to help anyone from a do-it-your-selfer to a professional.

Jeep Grand Cherokee
While millions of Ford rear-wheel-drive cars are equipped with the durable and
simple C4 and C6 transmissions of the 1960s, early in the 1980s Ford replaced
those old designs with the AOD transmission for a new generation of cars.
Overdrive gears, once popular before WWII, were now becoming popular again, as
manufacturers were under increasing pressure to raise fuel economy to meet ever
more demanding EPA standards. A nice byproduct of that was more comfortable
cruising speeds, where your engine didn't have to work so hard in addition to
getting better fuel economy. In Ford AOD Transmissions: Rebuilding and Modifying
the AOD, AODE and 4R70W, author George Reid walks you through the process
step-by-step, from removing the transmission from the vehicle, to complete
disassembly and cleaning, to careful reassembly, to proper re-installation and road
testing. Performance modifications are also covered, as well as an ID guide for
various model numbers, evolutionary design changes, shift kit installation, and
torque converter selection. This book is ideal for people who already have one of
these transmissions in their car, as well as enthusiasts who would like to swap one
of these more modern units into an older chassis to get all the benefits of
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overdrive. If you plan on researching or working on any one of these overdrive
models, this book is a vital addition to your workbench or library.

Jeep Cherokee XJ Performance Upgrades
Dear Friend, Stop wasting hours of your valuable time doing multiple searches on
the internet trying to find information on what engine sensors are on your engine,
what they do, what data they send to the engine computer, what the sensor looks
like, where it is located, and how to replace it! This book shows you what I did to
fix my 1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4.0L six cylinder engine stalling issues
without going to the Jeep dealer. To find the basic information in this book on the
internet would take you many, many frustrating hours of searching. This
information also applies in general, but not exactly, to other year and model Jeeps
that have the same 4.0L six cylinder engine. This book could save you a lot of
money depending on what a Dealer would charge to try and fix your stalling
problem. Take action to better your life; if you fail to take action today, things will
not get better.

Jeep 4X4 Performance Handbook
The venerable Jeep 4.0-liter inline-six engine has powered millions of Jeeps,
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including CJs, YJs, Wranglers, Cherokees, and Wagoneers. The 4.0 delivers
adequate horsepower from the factory, but many off-road drivers want more
horsepower and torque to conquer challenging terrain, which means these engines
are often built and modified. The Jeep 4.0, or 242-ci, is affordable, abundant,
exceptionally durable, and many consider it one of the best 4x4 off-road engines.
In this Workbench title, veteran author and Chrysler/Jeep engine expert Larry
Shepard covers the rebuild of an entire engine in exceptional detail. He also delves
into popular high-performance modifications and build-ups. Step-by-step photos
and captions cover each crucial step of the engine disassembly. He shows the
inspection of all critical parts, including block, heads, rotating assembly, intake,
and exhaust. Critical machining processes are covered, such as decking the block,
line boring, and overboring the block. The book provides exceptional detail during
the step-by-step assembly so your engine is strong and reliable. Installing a largerdisplacement rotating assembly or stroker package is one of the most costeffective ways to increase performance, and the author covers a stroker package
installation in detail. With millions of Jeep 4.0 engines in the marketplace (which
are subjected to extreme use), many of these engines require a rebuild. In
addition, many owners want to extract more torque and horsepower from their 4.0
engines so these engine are also modified. Until now, there has not been a
complete and authoritative guide that covers the engine rebuild and build-up
process from beginning to end. Jeep 4.0 Engines is the essential guide for an athome mechanic to perform a professional-caliber rebuild or a high-performance
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build-up.
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